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Chapterr  6 
Individua ll  and Contextual 
Determinantss of the Calculus of 
Voting g 

Thee analyses in Chapters 4 and 5 demonstrated that both 
individuall  characteristics of voters and contextual features of 
electionss influence voters' reasoning. These analyses shed 
lightt  on the question of how much each level of analysis 
separatelyy contributes to the explanation of differences in the 
calculuss of voting. In general, contextual trait s appear  more 
importantt  in this respect than individual characteristics. 
Specifically,, the political environment of countries 
(institutionall  settings and characteristics of party systems) 
seemss more relevant for  explaining differences in voters' 
reasoningg than the socio-economic environment (media 
availabilit yy and economic climate). At the individual level, 
politicall  awareness of individuals (education and political 
knowledge)) was more important than voters' demographic 
backgroundd (age, church attendance, etc.) for  variation in the 
calculuss of voting. 

AA weakness of the separate analyses in previous 
chapterss is, however, that each of them focuses on only a few 
individuall  or  contextual characteristics at a time.158 In each, 
relevantt  variables related to the phenomenon of interest are 
omitted,, opening the possibility of bias parameters. The 

Thiss criticism applies, however, to many empirical studies on the 
calculuss of voting as has been elaborated in the synopsis of previous 
researchh in Chapter 1. 
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objectivee of this chapter  is to validate the findings of previous 
chapterss by simultaneously analysing all moderating 
variabless that were included in the separate analyses in 
Chapterss 4 and 5. 

Thee resulting model can be used to predict and thus to 
explicatee differences in the calculus of voting for  the 
countriess in this study. Chapter  3 provided a descriptive 
analysiss that showed how important components of the vote 
functionn are for  each of the countries when no moderating 
influencess are modelled (see particularl y Figures 3.1 to 3.3). 
Thesee country-specific estimates demonstrated, for  example, 
thatt  leader  evaluations are strong in Romania but weak in 
Israel,, etc. The full model that will be elaborated in this 
chapterr  replaces proper  names of countries in the descriptive 
analysiss with theoretical concepts and provides arguments as 
too why voters in Romania rely more heavily on leader 
preferencess when casting ballots than voters in Israel do 
(Przeworskii  &  Teune 1970). What is the difference between 
Romaniaa and Israel that makes politician-orientated voting so 
muchh stronger  in the first of these countries but so weak in 
thee latter? This explication of country specific patterns in 
voters''  reasoning is based on predictions of the magnitude of 
effectss of components of the vote function which are derived 
fromfrom  the parameters of the full model. 

Inn this chapter, I first  describe the findings from a 
single,, integrated model of voters' reasoning. Special 
attentionn wil l be given to the question of how divergent 
findingsfindings between the partial and full models can be 
interpreted.. Subsequently, I describe and discuss linear 
predictionss for  each country of effect parameters of party 
leanings,, leader  evaluations, and left-right distances. These 
aree based on the full model specification. These predictions 
aree compared with the observed country specific parameter 
estimatess reported in Chapter  3. The differences between 
thesee two sets of findings (the residuals) wil l briefly be 
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analysed.. A final section summarises the empirical findings 
off  this chapter. 

6.11 The Full Model 

II  have argued that the findings of partial models in Chapters 4 
andd 5 may differ  from those of the full model and that the 
latterr  are more accurate as the full model contains more 
controll  variables. This is, however, only half of the story. 
Beforee reporting the results of the full model, I wil l start with 
aa more general discussion of differences between the partial 
andd full model specifications and the implications of such 
differences. . 

DifferencesDifferences between the Partial and Full Models 
Too recapitulate the discussion on omitted variables in Chapter 
2,, the problem of biased parameter  estimates due to omitted 
variabless can be isolated to very specific circumstances. The 
firstfirst  necessary condition for  such bias is that the omitted 
variablee is significantly correlated with the dependent 
variablee and that it is highly interrelated with independent 
variabless that are included in a model (e.g., King et al. 1994). 
Second,, in such a case the parameter  estimates of 
independentt  variables are only biased when the omitted 
variablee is causally antecedent to the independent variables 
thatt  are included in the model. If the omitted variables are not 
antecedent,, the parameters of the included independent 
variabless are correctly estimated.159 

Preferablyy one would like to estimate the relationship between 
variabless on different causal stages by means of a causal model that 
accountss for such an order of variables. The discrete variable of vote 
choicee in multiparty systems makes it impossible to use causal modelling, 
whichh would allow taking hypothesised causal ordering into account. 
Moreover,, the complications of introducing interaction terms (which are 
essentiall  to the research of this book) in causal models makes this class of 
modelss unattractive for this study (cf. Kenny & Judd 1984). The findings 
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Too give an example from the analysis of this book, 
institutionall  settings and trait s of party systems significantly 
affectt  voters' reasoning, as was demonstrated in the first two 
sectionss of Chapter  5. These moderating variables are also 
highlyy correlated (see Table A4.5 in Appendix 4). Thus, by 
virtu ee of the first condition, when one of these variables is 
omitted,, the parameter  of the other  is vulnerable to omitted 
variablee bias. In view of the literatur e on political systems it 
iss not surprising to find correlations between characteristics 
off  party systems and institutional settings. Several scholars 
arguee that the party system of a country is to some extent a 
consequencee of institutional arrangements, such as the 
electorall  formula of countries (Duverger  1954; Lijphar t 
1990).. Hence, according to the prevailing wisdom in the 
literatur ee about this relationship, the order  of causality 
betweenn party system and institutional settings is that vis-a-
viss each other  the former  is the descendent variable and the 
latterr  the antecedent one. Under  the assumption that the 
supposedd causal ordering of intuitional settings and party 
systemm is correct, an unbiased estimate of the effect of party 
systemss on voters' reasoning can only be obtained if one 
controlss for  institutional settings. The effect of institutional 
setting,, however, is estimated correctly without controlling 
forr  characteristics of party systems. 

AA full model is necessary to obtain unbiased estimates 
off  variables that are descendent of an omitted variable. But 
whatt  happens to antecedent variables in a full model 
specification,, considering that the effect of these variables is 
alreadyy correctly estimated in partial models? Part of the total 
effectt  of the variable (as estimated in the partial model), wil l 
bee mediated by descendent variables. The residual effect of 
ann antecedent variable in a full model thus encompasses the 
direct,, i.e. the unmediated effect of that variable. A full 

off  this book are therefore based on a regression model that implicitly 
assumess that all explanatory variables are at the same causal level, i.e. 
causallyy unordered. 
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specificationn does not estimate incorrect or  biased effect 
parameterss -neither  for  descendent nor  for  antecedent 
variables-- but parameter  estimates have to be interpreted 
differentl yy for  variables with different causal status. Note that 
effectss of antecedent variables in the full model are 
interpretedd not as the total effects but as the unmediated 
effectss of these variables. If one is interested in the question 
off  whether  or  not a variable has an effect on voters' reasoning 
att  all (total effect) for  antecedent variables one should inspect 
findingss of the separate analyses in Chapters 4 and 5. For 
descendentt  variables, on the other  hand, the estimates from 
thee full model can be interpreted as total effects of these 
variabless and deviating findings for  these variables in the 
partiall  models are incorrect because of omitted variable bias. 
Thiss discussion of differences in interpretation between 
separatee and full models rests on the assumption that the 
causall  ordering of variables is known. For  many of the 
moderatingg variables of this book, such agreement on causal 
relationss is exceptional.160 Another  problem to the definition 
off  causal relations is that a variable might be cause and 
consequencee of another  variable.161 

Inn sum, the full model specification as reported below 
usuallyy generates more accurate parameter  estimates than 

Withh respect to the relation between institutional settings and parry 
systems,, some scholars argue that this relationship is driven by the 
underlyingg cleavage structure of societies (e.g., Neto & Cox 1997; Lane 
&&  Ersson 2000). Thus, in the example provided, not all scholars share the 
prevailingg wisdom on the causal ordering of variables. 

Inn the analysis of cross-sectional data it is not clear whether, for 
example,, characteristics of the political system or characteristics of the 
economicc system have to be modelled as antecedent or descendent 
variables.. Lijphart (1999), for instance, ascribes differences in the macro-
economicc performance of countries (economic growth, inflation, 
unemployment,, etc.) to patterns of consensus versus majoritarian 
democracies.. But in the light of historical developments, the reverse 
causall  relation is also true: variables like economic growth or 
unemploymentt are highly relevant for the appearance of political systems, 
suchh as the fragmentation or polarisation of party systems. 
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partiall  models. Occasionally, however, parameter  estimates 
off  the full model should not be interpreted as total effects but 
ass unmediated effects. In such cases, I wil l give particular 
attentionn to differences between full and partial model 
specificationss and the interpretation of respective effect 
parameters. . 

FindingsFindings of the Full Model 
Tablee 6.1 reports the findings of a full multilevel model of 
votee choice. The three main effects of party leaning, leader 
evaluation,, and left-right distance have been included in the 
specificationn together  with all forty-eight interactions 
(individuall  as well as contextual) that were included in the 
partiall  models in Chapters 4 and 5. Random components for 
party,, politicians, and policy evaluations at the level of 
contextss are also reported. Most results on main effects and 
interactionn terms differ  littl e from the earlier  findings of the 
partiall  analyses. Some differences, however, do exist 
betweenn separate and single analysis that have implications 
forr  substantive interpretations. This occurs, as one would 
expect,, particularl y when moderating variables are closely 
interrelatedd (see Tables A3.2 in Appendix3 and A4.5 in 
Appendixx 4). 

II  wil l discuss the empirical findings of the full model 
forr  clusters of moderating variables that were used in 
Chapterss 4 and 5. Five such clusters can be distinguished in 
Tablee 6.1: demographic variables, political awareness, 
institutionall  settings, party systems, availability of mass 
media,, and the economic context of political systems. In a 
finall  section I will focus on general patterns in empirical 
findings.. Table 6.2, which reports the prevalent findings of 
Chapterss 4 to 6 on moderating effects in a simplified form 
(positive/negativee and significant/insignificant effects), 
facilitatess such a focus on general patterns. 
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Tablee 6.1 Full Mode 

Fixedd Effects, Level 1 
MainMain Effects 

Po o 
IndividualIndividual Interactions 

PP Age 
PP Union Membership 

PP Church Attendance 

PP Urban Residence 

PP Education 

PP Political Knowledge 

ContextualContextual Interactions 
PP Effective Threshold 

PP Presidential System 

KK  Effective Number  of Parties 

pp Polarisation 

PP Perceptual Agreement 

PP Ef l Number  of Gov. Parties 

PP TV Sets per  Household 

PP Newspapers per  Household 

PP GDP per  Capita 

PP Income Inequality (Gini Index) 

Randomm Effects, Level 2 
GG Parry Leaning 

GG Leader  Evaluation 

GG Left-Right Distance 

Modell  Fit 
NN Level 1, Individual s 

NN Level 2, Contexts 

Logg Likelihood 
RR Level 1, Vote Choice + Slopes 

RR Level 2. Random Slopes 

off  Voters' Reasoning 
PartyParty Leaning 

0.580***  (0.007) 

0.034***  (0.006) 
0.0077 (0.006) -

-0.016***  (0.006) 
-0.0000 (0.006) -
-0.015**  (0.006) 
-0.0033 (0.007) 

0.057***  (0.009)-
0.0011 (0.009)
0.095***  (0.013) 

-0.029***  (0.010) 
0.086***  (0.012) 

-0.036**(0.009))
0.030***  (0.007)-
0.021**  (0.009)-
0.0100 (0.011)-
0.0144 (0.010) -

0.011***  (0.001) 
0.010***  (0.001) 
0.0077 (0.008) 

Leader Leader 
Evaluation Evaluation 

1.114***  (0.014) 

0.0066 (0.012) 
0.0044 (0.012) 
0.0000 (0.013) 
0.0055 (0.012) 
0.0211 (0.013) 
0.090***  (0.014) 

) ) 
-- 0.272**  (0.022) 
0.055**  (0.023) 
0.143***  (0.019) 
0.055**  (0.026) 

**  (0.018) 
**  (0.015) 
**  (0.022) 
**  (0.027) 
**  (0.023) 

--
0.094***  (0.001) 
0.0055 (0.006) 

Left-Right Left-Right 
Distance Distance 

-0.537***  (0.015) 

-0.0099 (0.012) 
-0.0133 (0.012) 

0.0088 (0.012) 
-- 0.017 (0.012) 
-0.102***  (0.013) 
-0.099***  (0.013) 

0.094***  (0.022) 
-- 0.009 (0.039) 

0.083***  (0.036) 
-- 0.025 (0.023) 
-0.116***  (0.030) 
-0.076***  (0.021) 
-0.063***  (0.018) 

0.053**  (0.024) 
-- 0.036 (0.049) 

0.090***  (0.036) 

--
--

0.063***  (0.010) 

33,968 8 
30 0 

-26,369.7 7 
0.49 9 
0.50 0 

Note.Note. * *p<0 .01 ; *p< 0.05; standard errors in parentheses. 
DataData Source. CSES. 

Sociall  Background: Demographics. 
Thee demographic interactions yield similar effect parameters 
inn the full model as in the partial model reported in Table 4.1. 
Thee only difference is that formerly significant moderating 
effectss of labour union membership and urban residence on 
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policyy voting lost their  significance. This is mainly the 
consequencee of controlling for  education and political 
knowledge::  members of unions and respondents from 
urbann areas do not have a higher  propensity to vote on the 
basiss of policy considerations per  se, but they are in general 
moree politicall y aware than other  individuals and are 
thereforee found to apply policy preferences more 
frequently.frequently.163163 When considering this cluster  of moderating 
variables,, the general conclusion is that voters' background 
variabless do not provide much insight into voters' reasoning. 
Thee only stable effect is the higher  likelihood of older  people e 
too vote according to party leanings, a finding that fits with the 
ideaa of party leanings being stabilised by electoral experience 
(Conversee 1969). 

Politicall  Awareness: Knowledge and Education. 
Voters''  political awareness has the same interactions in the 
fulll  model as in the partial analysis reported in the second 
sectionn of Chapter  4 (Table 4.2). Education and political 
knowledgee strengthen policy voting in particular . Also, 
votingg for  preferred political leaders is more widespread 

Seee the correlation matrix of individual characteristics reported in 
Tablee A3.2 in Appendix 3. Union membership and urban residence on the 
onee hand are positively correlated with education and political knowledge 
onn the other hand. Individual level moderating variables like age, church 
attendance,, etc. do not contain compositional variation across contexts 
(forr a discussion of this point see Chapter 2). Because of this, individual 
levell  variables do not correlate with contextual level variables. 
Consequently,, reduced effect parameters of demographic variables can 
onlyy be ascribed to the introduction of the within-system variation in 
educationn and political knowledge. 
1633 Note that this is not necessarily to say that union membership and 
rural/urbann residence do not have an effect on voters' reasoning (total 
effect).. That depends on whether union membership and rural/urban 
residencee are cause or consequence of political awareness. In the former 
casee one may argue that the effect of union membership and rural/urban 
residencee is mediated by political awareness. In the latter case one may 
arguee that such effects are spurious. 
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amongg knowledgeable citizens. The importance of party 
leaningss is slightly reduced by education. These findings are 
inn line with the results of previous studies: voting according 
too policies/ideologies supposedly requires a great deal of 
politicall  information and is therefore more prevalent amongst 
politicall yy sophisticated citizens (e.g., Pattie & Johnston 
2001;;  van der  Brug et al. 2002; Kroh 2003). Somewhat 
surprisingg is the finding that voting for  political leaders is not 
aa particular  manifestation of low information rationality , 
ratherr  it is enhanced by high levels of knowledge. 

Distributio nn of Power: Institutional Settings. 
Twoo features of the institutional arrangements of political 
systemss have been included in the analysis: effective 
thresholdd and a binary variable that distinguishes between 
parliamentaryy and presidential systems. The first of these two 
variabless shows similar  interaction parameters in both the 
partiall  (Table 5.1) and the full model (Table 6.1). For  the 
dichotomyy effect parameters of presidential versus 
parliamentaryy systems the results differ  noticeably, however. 

Highh effective thresholds appear  to restrict voting 
behaviourr  based on leader  and policy evaluations. Party 
leaningss are stronger, however, in restrictive electoral 
systems,, which can be interpreted as indicative of voters 
beingg less willin g to compromise their  party loyalty than their 
leaderr  and policy preferences. Party leanings are maybe more 
resistantt  against institutional constraints for  small parties and 
thereforee more persistently applied, even if the effective 
thresholdd for  parliamentary representation is high. 

Inn the separate analysis of Section 5.1, the existence 
off  presidential elections was found to decrease the effect of 
left-righ tt  distances and to slightly reduce the relevance of 
politicall  leadership. This was interpreted as a possible 
consequencee of omitted variables in presidential systems: 
voterss may use lower  house elections in presidential systems 
ass a confidence vote for  the president. Therefore, preferences 
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relatedd to tower  house politicians and policies are not as 
decisivee for  vote choice as they are in parliamentary systems. 
However,, the estimates of the full model tell a somewhat 
differentt  story. Whereas voting for  party and policy 
preferencess is unaffected by the distinction between 
parliamentaryy and presidential systems, leadership effects are 
sharplyy reduced in the latter  case. This confirms a second 
expectationn mentioned in the discussion of Section 5.2. I 
suggestedd that the concurrent selection of chief political 
personnell  by presidential elections may detract from 
leadershipp effects in lower  house elections. Under  such a 
constellationn voters presumably consider  qualities of 
potentiall  candidates for  prime minister  much less in their 
calculuss of voting than voters in parliamentary systems do. In 
thee latter  case, lower  house elections (which are analysed 
throughoutt  this book) are the only major  national contest to 
decidee upon executive political personnel and voters may 
thereforee pay more attention to characteristics of politicians 
ass potential prime minister. 

Whichh interpretation is empirically plausible, lower 
housee elections in presidential systems being a confidence 
votee for  the president or  lower  house elections in presidential 
systemss being irrelevant for  deciding who heads the 
executive?? The comparison of the results from the full and 
thee partial models allows one to choose between these two 
rivalrival  interpretations. As explained above, the full model is 
superiorr  to the partial ones if the explanatory variable under 
considerationn is descendent of correlated explanatory 
variabless or  if they are of equal causal antecedence. 
Presidentiall  versus parliamentary systems is only correlated 
withh perceptual agreement on parties' left-right position (r = 
-0.42)) and GDP per  capita (r  = -0.60).164 Presidentialism is, 
iff  anything, not antecedent to these correlated variables. 
Therefore,, its moderating effect parameters should be 
estimatedd while controlling for  these correlations as is done 

Seee Table A4.5 in Appendix 4. 
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inn Table 6.1 Apparently, voters in lower  house elections of 
presidentiall  systems are less concerned about a futur e head of 
governmentt  and their  vote choice is therefore much less at 
politicians::  the difference between presidential and 
parliamentaryy systems has no significant moderating effect 
onn party leanings and policy evaluations but strongly 
moderatess the importance of leadership for  vote choice (/? = -
0.272).165 5 

Competitionn for  Government: The Party System. 
Thee partial analysis of Section 5.2 suggested that a larger 
effectivee number  of parties decreases the relevance of leader 
andd policy orientations for  vote choice. Table 6.1 shows quite 
differentt  results, however. The difference is caused by 
controllin gg for  variables that are correlated and antecedent to 
thee effective number  of parties, in this case the effective 
threshold.1666 Higher  effective thresholds co-occur  with a 
smallerr  effective number  of parties (r  = -0.49) (see also 
Duvergerr  1954).167 Because of this context, I consider 
findingss on the effective number  of parties in Table 6.1 more 
relevantt  than those of the partial models: the effective 
numberr  of parties increases the effect of party and leader 
evaluationss and decreases the impact of policy preferences. 

Thee effect of party systems' polarisation also differs 
betweenn partial and full model specifications in spite of the 

1655 See Table 6.1. 
1666 The necessity to control for traits of institutional settings applies also 
too the other variables measuring characteristics of party systems. 
Perceptuall  agreement on party stands as well as the effective number of 
governmentall  parties are negatively correlated with effective thresholds 
(bothh r = -0.45, see Table A4.5 Appendix 4). Parameters of these 
variabless in the full model (Table 6.1) therefore appear more relevant than 
thosee of the partial model (Table 5.2). 
1677 See Table A4.5 in Appendix 4. The effective number of parties in a 
politicall  system is also significantly correlated with the distribution of TV 
sets.. Yet I do not see how either one would be construed as a 'cause' of 
thee other. I therefore consider this correlation as being generated by 
happenstancee rather than by causal relations. 
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absencee of any significant correlation between this and all 
otherr  moderating variables. In the partial model 
polarisationn strengthens the effect of all three orientations 
(party,, politician, and policy). The full model, however, 
suggestss that polarised party systems particularl y strengthen 
leader-orientedd voting behaviour. Policy preferences are 
unaffectedd and party leanings even lose slightly in 
importancee when party systems are highly polarised. 

Onee of the expectations elaborated in Chapter  5 was 
thatt  the variety of supply in terms of quantity (effective 
numberr  of parties) as well as ideological disparity 
(polarisation)) provided by party systems facilitates sincere 
votingg behaviour: such variety of supply allows more voters 
too find their  optimal choice. This expectation is only partiall y 
supportedd by the full model reported in Table 6.1. Rather, it 
seemss to become more difficul t for  voters to orient 
themselvess in policy terms in fragmented party systems. To 
thee extent that fragmentation renders the entire array of 
policyy stands complex, Table 6.1 suggests that voters may 
switchh to information short-cuts such as party loyalties 
instead.. This interpretation links up to individual level 
findingsfindings in Section 4.2. Sophisticated voters were found to 
followw their  policy preference more frequently whereas party 
leaningss appeared a consideration of low-information-
rationality .. Fragmentation of party systems increases the 
amountt  of political information needed to develop consistent 
policyy preferences, and thus increases the number  of people 
forr  whom party leanings (policy orientations) gain (lose) in 
importance.169 9 

Seee Table A4.5 in Appendix 4. As there is no significant correlation 
betweenn polarisation and any other contextual trait it is impossible to state 
withh certainty which other variables generate these differences between 
thee partial and the full model specification. Consequently, it is impossible 
too state which of these models is more appropriate. 
1699 This conjecture can be tested by three-way interactions between party 
leaningss respectively left-right distances, political knowledge, and the 
effectivee number of parties. However, testing for plausible three-way 
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Thee estimated moderating effects of the variable of 
perceptuall  agreement on parties' left-right positions does not 
differr  much between the partial and full models. For  both 
specifications,, the results are in accordance with the 
expectationn that the clarity of party systems promotes sincere 
votingg behaviour. When citizens perceive positions of parties 
onn the left-right scale in the same way, party, leader, and 
policyy evaluations all have more impact on vote choice than 
otherwise. . 

Thee effective number  of governmental parties is 
foundd to strongly reduce leadership effects in voting 
behaviourr  in the partial model (Table 5.2), and even more 
pronouncedd so in the full model (Table 6.1). This finding fits 
thee expectation that voters are much more likely to regard an 
electionn as a competition between two candidates for  prime 
ministerr  when a single party government rather  than a 
coalitionn government is a plausible outcome. Moreover, 
primee ministers of single party governments may be regarded 
ass more powerful than their  counterparts in coalition 
governments,, which again makes leadership considerations 
moree important (cf. Bean &  Mughan 1989; Swanson & 
Mancinii  1996; Poguntke 2000). 

Thee full model suggests a modest decline in the effect 
off  party leanings in the presence of coalition governments 
thatt  was not significant in the partial analysis. At the same 
time,, the positive moderating on policy evaluations is even 
moree prevalent in the full than in the partial model. The 
processs by which coalitions are formed provides a plausible 
accountt  for  these results. Parties generally join in coalitions if 
theyy occupy compatible policy platforms. The distance on the 
left-righ tt  scale between two parties is a good approximation 

interactionss falls beyond the scope of the study. Moreover, the 
computationallyy intense specifications of this book (the full model of 
Tablee 6.1 took eight weeks to converge; see Appendix 2) make it almost 
infeasiblee to analyse more complex models. 
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off  this compatibility in most political systems. Therefore, 
left-righ tt  orientations become a focal consideration of vote 
choicee in coalition systems. Since voters foresee that not a 
singlee party or  politician wil l single-handedly govern the 
countryy they wil l weigh party and leader  evaluations less in 
theirr  vote decision. 

Communicationn of Elections: The Availabilit y of Mass 
Media. . 
II  argued in Chapter  5 that the easy availabilit y of mass media 
decreasess the cost of political information and thus facilitates 
ann informed vote choice based on party, leader, and policy 
preferences.. I also suggested that TV-based mass 
communicationn may strengthen leadership orientations in 
individuals''  calculus of voting. The findings of the partial 
analysiss were more or  less in line with the first  expectation 
butt  clearly not with the second one. Apart for  a single 
exception,, the full model reported in Table 6.1 yields the 
samee patterns of results as the partial one. The moderating 
effectt  of newspaper  circulation on policy voting has changed 
fromfrom  positive to negative: the more daily newspapers are 
available,, the smaller  the impact of policy orientations on 
votee choice. 

Thee most important result of these mass 
communicationn variables is the sharp decline in the impact of 
politicall  leadership when mass media are more widely 
available.. The full model suggests that particularl y the 
availabilit yy of television as a source of information affects 
leadershipp considerations for  vote choice, a finding that 
clearlyy runs counter  to the persistent assertions in the 
literatur ee of a personalisation of vote choice due to the 

Yet,, in many instances, coalitions form without compatible policy 
positionss (e.g., 'the purple coalition(s)' formed in 1994 and 1998 in the 
Netherlandss (cf. Anderweg & Irwin 2002)). Such counter examples seem, 
however,, to be the proverbial exceptions to the rule (Gallagher et al. 
2001). . 
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expansionn of television-based mass communication (cf. 
Farrelll  &  Bowler  1992; Mughan 2000). 

Conflictt  within Polities: The Economic Context. 
Ass I discussed in detail in Chapter  5,1 expect that high levels 
off  affluence and income equality are linked to strong effects 
off  leader  and policy orientations on vote choice. The full 
modell  supports such expectations as far  as the moderating 
effectss of income equality is concerned, while in contrast to 
myy expectations, higher  levels of GDP per  capita 
substantiallyy reduce leadership effects. 

Thee full model (Table 6.1) differs from the partial one 
(Tablee 5.4). As explained earlier, the full model does not 
yieldd estimates of total effects for  those variables that are 
causallyy antecedent to other  ones included in the same 
regressionn model. A significant correlation exists between 
GDPP per  capita on the one hand and the availabilit y of daily 
newspaperss on the other  hand (r  = 0.51). It is plausible to 
regardd GDP per  capita causally antecedent to newspaper 
circulation.. The partial model then better  reflects the total 
effectt  of the antecedent variable GDP per  capita.171 The Gini-
Indexx of income inequality and perceptual agreement on 
parties''  positions are also significantly correlated (r = -0.62). 
Thiss correlation does not represent, in my view, a causal 
relationship.. Income equality is in all likelihood no 
preconditionn for  intra-personal consensus about parties' 
positionss on the left-right scale. I therefore regard the 
findingss concerning the Gini-index in the final model more 
pertinentt  than the uncontrolled findings of the partial 
analysis. . 

Thatt explains why the negative interactions between GDP per capita 
andd party leanings on the one hand and the positive interaction between 
GDPP per capita and left-right distances on the other hand become 
insignificantt in the full model. In this case, I mus consider the findings 
fromfrom Table 5.4 more pertinent than those of the full model. 
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Inn summary, high levels of affluence and income 
equalityy encourage voting for  the preferred policy. Moreover, 
incomee equality seems to enhance leadership effects while 
affluencee impedes them. 

Generall  Patterns: Individual s and Contexts 
Tablee 6.2 summarises the (different) findings of the partial 
andd the full models and indicates which findings I consider 
moree pertinent. The table specifies by +/- whether  or  not a 
moderatingg effect is significant and of which direction this 
effectt  is.17 ++/— signifies the more pertinent finding in the 
lightt  of the discussion in previous subsections. As elaborated 
inn the previous paragraphs, the full model is usually 
consideredd to generate more pertinent findings with the 
exceptionn of the antecedent variables age, effective threshold, 
andd GDP per  capita. In these cases one may inspect partial 
modelss to interpret the findings as total effects.173 

1722 In Tables 3.1 to 6.1, a negative (positive) moderating effect on left-
rightright distances signified a positive (negative) association as small 
distancess refer to a higher likelihood of voting for a specific party. To 
makee Table 6.2 more readable, and in contrast to the previous tables, I use 
++ (-) to indicate a positive (negative) effect also for policy orientations. 
1733 For a discussion of this point see the discussion of omitted variable 
biass in this chapter. 
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Tablee 6.2 Pertinent Moderating Effects of the Partial and the 
Fulll  Models 

IndividualIndividual Interactions 
Age e 
Unionn Membership 
Churchh Attendance 
Urbann Residence 
Education n 
Politicall  Knowledge 

ContextualContextual Interactions 
Effectivee Threshold 
Presidentiall  System 
Effec.. No. of Parties 
Polarisation n 
Perceptuall  Agreement 
Eff.. No. Gov. Parties 
TVV Sets per HH 
Newspaperss per HH 
GDPP per Capita 
Incomee Inequality 

Party Party 
Partial l 

++ + 

--

--

++ + 
+ + 

+ + 
+ + 

+ + 
+ + 
~ ~ 
--

Full l 

+ + 

— — 

— — 

+ + 

++ + 
--

++ + 
— — 
rr  T 

++ + 

Politician Politician 
Partial l 

+ + 

— — 
--
--
+ + 
+ + 
--
--
--
--

Full l 

++ + 

--
— — 
++ + 
++ + 
++ + 
— — 
— — 
~ ~ 
--
--

Policy Policy 
Partial l 

+ + 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

— — 
--
--
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

-H--

--

Full l 

++ + 
++ + 

--

— — 

++ + 
++ + 
++ + 
— — 

~ ~ 
Note.Note. +/- denotes significant moderating effects of the partial and the 
fulll  models that are not pertinent ++/-- denotes significant moderating 
effectss of the partial and the full models that are pertinent 

Thee full model reported in Table 6.1 only marginally 
improvess the goodness of fit  at the individual level. However, 
thee moderating effects of contextual characteristics explain 
moree than half of the slope variation at the contextual level. 
Tabless 6.1 and 6.2 show that contextual variables are better 
ablee to explain variations in the calculus of voting than 
individuall  level variables. Twenty-four  out of thirt y 
contextuall  moderating effects of the full model are significant 
att  p < 0.05, contrasted with only six out of eighteen of the 
individuall  moderating effects. One may conclude from this 
resultt  that variations in contexts are more important than 
variationss in individual characteristics in accounting for 
heterogeneityy in voters' reasoning. Two qualifications have 
too be made to this statement. The first  in view of the 
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availabilit yy and measurement of variables, and the second in 
vieww of the differences between the components of the vote 
function. . 

Inn my analyses, fewer  individual level differences 
weree included than contextual differences. This is mainly the 
consequencee of the paucity of relevant individual-level 
informationn in the CSES data. For  contextual information, I 
amm not restricted to this survey as it can be obtained from 
variouss data sources. The emphasis on contextual variables 
alsoo relates to the motivation of this study. The scarcity of 
previouss empirical work in this field is largely caused by a 
lackk of appropriate data, a condition that has been alleviated 
byy the unique data of the CSES project, which promote a 
focuss on contextual characteristics in particular . For  these 
reasons,, variations in contexts are more extensively analysed 
thann variations in voters. Another  problem of individual level 
measuress compared with contextual variables is their  low 
reliability .. Problems of cross-country comparability and 
missingg data affect individual level variables more directly, 
resultingg in measurement error, than they affect contextual 
variables.1744 These differences in the availabilit y and quality 
off  individual and contextual measures necessitate some 
cautionn when stating that contextual differences matter  more 
thann individual ones to account for  differences in voters' 
reasoning.. Nonetheless, the finding that (even with more than 
30,0000 cases) many individual characteristics do not 
significantlyy moderate the weights in the calculus of voting is 
quitee astonishing. I very much doubt that a better 
measurementt  of individual level variables would yield 
differentt  conclusions about the moderating importance of 
individuall  level variables. 

AA second qualification about the relative importance 
off  contextual and individual variations relates to differences 
betweenn the three components of the vote function. Context 

Yett in terms of validity, individual variables are superior to contextual 
variables.. The latter are mainly measured by proxies. 
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'matterss more' to different extents for  each of these. The 
assertionn clearly holds for  party leanings and leader 
evaluations,, while the importance of left-right distances is 
notablyy affected by both individual and contextual variables. 
Thee political environment in terms of institutional settings 
andd party systems moderates the relevance of party leanings 
predominantlyy for  vote choice. The relevance of leader 
evaluationss for  vote choice depends above all on the political 
environmentt  and societal characteristics (media availabilit y 
andd economic context). Individua l trait s hardly affect the 
importancee of leadership, with the exception of political 
knowledge.. The weight of left-right distances in voters' 
reasoningg is mostly affected by the political awareness of 
citizenss and the variety and clarity in political supply offered 
byy party systems. This suggests that casting ballots on the 
basiss of policy considerations is the most demanding element 
off  the analysed vote function. Demanding for  voters as well 
ass for  political systems, as it requires capable citizens and a 
comprehensiblee policy supply. 

6.22 Linear  Prediction of Party, Politician, and 
Policyy Effects 

Thee full model reported in Table 6.1 can be used to account 
forr  country-specific patterns in the calculus of voting. Figures 
3.11 to 3.3 of Chapter  3 reported such differences between 
contextss when distinguishing them by proper  names only. 
Thesee figures suggested, for  example, that voters in the 
Ukrainee and Australia rely on party leanings in particular  for 
theirr  vote choice, while voters in Peru and the Netherlands do 
thiss to a far  lesser  extent. Voting for  the most preferred 
politicall  leader  was found to be particularl y common in 
Hungaryy and the Czech Republic, but less relevant in Japan 
andd Hong Kong. Finally, left-right distances are highly 
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importantt  for  vote choice in the Netherlands but almost 
irrelevantt  in Hong Kong and Korea. 

Too what extent can these findings be understood as 
thee consequence of the characteristics of these political 
systems?? In order  to assess this, I derive linear  predictions of 
thee effect-magnitude of parties, politicians, and policies, 
givenn the values of contexts on the moderating variables 
includedd in Tale 6.1.175 Moreover, comparing these linear 
predictionss of effects with the estimated ones (Figures 3.1 to 
3.3)) enables me to investigate residual effects for  (groups of) 
countriess and thus to gauge the need for  additional contextual 
variabless that affect the reasoning of vote choice. 

Too illustrat e the procedure of deriving linear 
predictionss for  the effect magnitudes, consider  the following 
simplifiedd model of vote choice, y, including as explanatory 
variabless party leaning, xi, leader  evaluation, Jtj, left-right 
distance,, JĈ , and all interaction terms between these three 
independentt  variables and a moderating variable, z. 

yy = fi1xl+j32x2+j33x3+j3nxlz + j321x2z + finx3z (6.1) 

Notee that equation 6.1 is a simplification of the 
appliedd multilevel conditional logit model and does not 
containn an intercept, the main effect of z, or  the random 
structuree of the model across contextual units. These would 
makee the formal expression unnecessarily complex for  the 
purposee of this illustratio n and are therefore omitted.176 

Equationn 6.1 can of course be rewritten in terms of partial 
derivatess of predicted effects of party leaning, dxj, leader 
evaluation,, dx29 left-right distance, 8x3, conditional on the 
levelss of z (see Equation 6.2). Brackets have been added to 

Thee values of political systems on these moderating variables are 
reportedd in their unstandardised form in Appendix 4. 
1766 The 'correct' formal expression of the applied statistical tool, the 
multilevell  conditional logit model, can be obtained from Appendix 2. 
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highlightt  the main and interaction effects of party, leader, and 
policyy orientations respectively. 

&-&- = (A + pnz) + & + fi21z) + (A + Ai* ) (6-2) 
OX OX 

Thuss the interpretation of ft, ft,  and ft is that they 
indicatee the effect that occurs when the value of z is zero. 
Sincee all variables are centred, the mean of the moderating 
variable,, z, is zero. The effect of, for  example, leader 
evaluation,, x?, in a particular  case can be calculated as the 
summ of the main effect, ft, and the moderating effect, ft/, 
conditionall  on the value of z in the specific case. Using 
Norwayy as an example and GDP per  capita as a moderating 
variable,, the relevant coefficients from Table 6.1 are ft  = 
1.1144 and ft; -  -0.194 respectively. Norway's score on GDP 
perr  capita is zNorwqy = 1.79. This score corresponds to 
Norway'ss unstandardised GDP per  capita of US$ 36,198.177 

Consequently,, the calculated value for  the leadership effect in 

Norwayy is fi2.Nomav = 0.114+(-0.194xl.79) = 0.77. This is 

lowerr  than the average value for  all countries, which is ft  = 

1.114.. The prediction for  Peru, a country with low GDP per 
A A 

capita,, is j32Peni =1.36 and consequently higher  than the 
meann effect.178 The same can of course be done for  all 
contextuall  trait s and for  all countries. Since individual level 
interactionss are reduced by their  compositional variance, they 

Thee variable GDP per capita is transformed to a standard normal 
distributionn before the analysis. The GDP per capita of Norway in 2000 of 
US$$ 36,198 is thereby transformed to a value of 1.79. These values can 
alsoo be obtained from Table A4.7 in Appendix 4 reporting all predicted 
valuess of leadership effects. 
1788 The GDP per capita in Peru in the year 2000 of US$ 2,085 is 
transformedd to a value of -1.27. See the previous footnote for more 
information. . 
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doo not contribute to the explanation of country differences. 
Summingg up main effects and all contextual moderating 
effectss gives the linear  prediction of the full model. The 
extentt  to which the effects from Chapter  3 and these 
predictedd scores match indicates the success of contextual 
explanationss for  each country. 

Thiss procedure of deriving linear  predictions of 
effectss has been applied to each component of the vote 
functionn analysed (party, politician, and policy evaluations) 
andd for  each country. The resulting effects of party leanings, 
leaderr  evaluations, and left-right distances are reported in 
Tablee 6.3 and Tables A4.6 to A4.8 of Appendix 4. In Table 
6.33 the predicted effects are contrasted with observed effects 
fromfrom  Chapter  3 for  each country. The tables in Appendix 4 
specifyy these overall predictions for  each of the contextual 
trait ss analysed in this book. 

Tablee 6.3 reads as follows: columns denoted by fic 

reportt  observed effects estimates of party leanings, leader 
evaluations,, and left-right distances for  each context as 
obtainedd from Figures 3.1 to 3.3 and Table A2.2 of Appendix 
2.. Columns denoted by fic report the overall predicted 
effectss derived from the full model and calculated in the 
mannerr  described above. The difference between these two 
valuess indicates the extent to which the empirically found 
magnitudee of an effect (derived from Chapter  3, using proper 
namess as 'explanatory' variables) cannot be explained from 
thatt  country's scores on the moderating variables. These level 
22 residuals represent contextual factors that have not been 
capturedd by the moderating variables employed in the full 
model.. They may be regarded as indicative of 'omitted' 
contextuall  variables, and the 'unique' character  of countries 
andd elections. 

Seee Chapter 2 for a discussion of this point. 
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Tablee 6.3 Linear Predictions of the Effects of Parties, 
Politicians,, and Policies on Vote Choice and Its 
thee Observed Estimates 

AUSS 1996 

CANN 1997 

CZE.1996 6 

DKK 1998 

GERR 1998 

HK1998 8 

HK2000 0 

HUNN 1998 

ICLL 1999 

ISRR 1996 

JAPP 1996 

KORR 2000 

MEXX 1997 

MEX2000 0 

NETT 1998 

NEZ1996 6 

NORR 1997 

PERR 2001 

POLL 1997 

PORR 2002 

ROMM 1996 

RUSS 1999 

SLOO 1996 

SPAA 1996 

SPAA 2000 

SWE1998 8 

SWI1999 9 

PartyParty Leaning 

fie fie 
0.91 1 

0.43 3 

0.66 6 

0.66 6 

0.55 5 

0.53 3 

0.60 0 

0.59 9 

0.65 5 

0.56 6 

0.58 8 

0.66 6 

0.42 2 

0.72 2 

0.35 5 

0.52 2 

0.73 3 

0.36 6 

0.72 2 

0.67 7 

0.45 5 

0.75 5 

0.41 1 

0.32 2 

0.70 0 

0.82 2 

0.82 2 

fie fie 
0.63 3 

0.65 5 

0.58 8 

0.62 2 

0.48 8 

0.58 8 

0.69 9 

0.49 9 

0.57 7 

0.64 4 

0.78 8 

0.61 1 

0.40 0 

0.41 1 

0.60 0 

0.62 2 

0.65 5 

0.45 5 

0.45 5 

0.53 3 

0.55 5 

0.50 0 

0.51 1 

0.56 6 

0.58 8 

0.62 2 

0.55 5 

0c-fie 0c-fie 
0.28 8 

-0.22 2 

0.08 8 

0.04 4 

0.07 7 

-0.05 5 

-0.09 9 

0.10 0 

0.08 8 

-0.08 8 

-0.20 0 

0.05 5 

0.02 2 

0.31 1 

-0.25 5 

-0,10 0 

0.08 8 

-0.09 9 

0.27 7 

0.14 4 

-0.10 0 

0.25 5 

-0.10 0 

-0.24 4 

0.12 2 

0.20 0 

0.17 7 

LeaderLeader Evaluation 

fie fie 
1.37 7 

1.37 7 

2.29 9 

1.21 1 

1.25 5 

0.80 0 

0.70 0 

2.50 0 

1.52 2 

0.73 3 

0.59 9 

0.79 9 

0.84 4 

0.20 0 

0.82 2 

1.58 8 

1.40 0 

1.21 1 

1.19 9 

1.20 0 

1.83 3 

1.61 1 

1.13 3 

0.83 3 

1.24 4 

1.20 0 

0.93 3 

fie fie 
0.97 7 

0.98 8 

2.00 0 

1.40 0 

1.40 0 

0.70 0 

0.73 3 

1.80 0 

0.69 9 

0.69 9 

0.22 2 

0.42 2 

0.54 4 

0.67 7 

1.27 7 

1.39 9 

1.46 6 

1.51 1 

1.30 0 

1.40 0 

1.25 5 

1.14 4 

0.92 2 

1.70 0 

1.64 4 

1.71 1 

0.47 7 

fie-fie fie-fie 

0.40 0 

0.39 9 

0.29 9 

-0.19 9 

-0.15 5 

0.10 0 

-0.03 3 

0.70 0 

0.83 3 

0.04 4 

0.37 7 

0.37 7 

0.30 0 

-0.47 7 

-0.45 5 

0.19 9 

-0.06 6 

-0.30 0 

-0.11 1 

-0.20 0 

0.58 8 

0.47 7 

0.21 1 

-0.87 7 

-0.40 0 

-0.51 1 

0.46 6 

Left-RightLeft-Right Distance 

fie fie 
-0.33 3 

-0.27 7 

-1.03 3 

-1.06 6 

-0.50 0 

0.03 3 

-0.05 5 

-0.59 9 

-0.96 6 

-0.67 7 

-0.36 6 

-0.14 4 

-0.39 9 

-0.38 8 

-1.09 9 

-0.53 3 

-0.75 5 

-0.20 0 

-0.50 0 

-0.87 7 

-0.16 6 

-0.41 1 

-0.42 2 

-0.24 4 

-1.08 8 

-0.72 2 

-0.87 7 

fie fie 
-0.41 1 

-0.35 5 

-0.89 9 

-0.93 3 

-0.71 1 

-0.12 2 

-0.22 2 

-0.63 3 

-0.79 9 

-0.56 6 

-0.71 1 

-0.36 6 

0.13 3 

0.01 1 

-0.79 9 

-0.67 7 

-0.68 8 

0.04 4 

-0.84 4 

-0.70 0 

-0.26 6 

-0.47 7 

-0.58 8 

-0.73 3 

-0.77 7 

-0.81 1 

-0.82 2 

fie-fie fie-fie 

0.08 8 

0.08 8 

-0.14 4 

-0.13 3 

0.21 1 

-0.15 5 

-0.17 7 

0.04 4 

-0.17 7 

-0.11 1 

0.44 4 

0.20 0 

-0.52 2 

-0.39 9 

-0.30 0 

0.14 4 

-0.07 7 

0.24 4 

0.34 4 

-0.17 7 

0.10 0 

0.06 6 

0.16 6 

0.49 9 

-0.31 1 

0.09 9 

-0.05 5 
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TAI1996 6 

UKR1998 8 

UKK 1997 

0.51 1 

1.33 3 

0.55 5 

0.61 1 

0.87 7 

0.62 2 

-0.10 0 

0.46 6 

-0.07 7 

0.73 3 

1.06 6 

1.20 0 

0.59 9 

1.50 0 

1.08 8 

0.14 4 

-0.44 4 

0.12 2 

TableTable 6.3 continued 

-0.144 -0.73 0.59 

-0.566 -0.28 -0.28 

-0.633 -0.39 -0.24 

Note.Note. Cell entries denote effect coefficients. Data Source. CSES. 

CountryCountry Specific Linear Predictions 
Sincee Chapter 3 discusses already observed effects of party, 
leader,, and policy evaluations, , in detail, I refrain from 
suchh discussion at this point. Linear predictions of these 

effects,, Pc, from the specified contextual variables, however, 

providee new information. Given their scores on these 
variables,, the Ukraine and Japan have the highest estimated 
potentiall  for party oriented voting behaviour (pPartyc - 0.87 
andd 0.78 respectively). In Mexico, Poland, and Peru on the 
otherr hand, party leanings are of littl e importance (PParty,iC< 

0.46).. The Czech, Hungarian, Swedish, and Spanish 
electoratess are predicted to weigh political leadership more 
stronglyy in their vote calculus than people in other countries 

(Ppolmaan(Ppolmaan c> 1-63). Conversely, Asian democracies such as 

Japann and Korea are predicted to show weak orientations 

towardss politicians {PpoMcicm^ = 0.22 and 0.42 respectively). 

Denmark,, the Czech Republic, and Poland have contextual 

characteristicss that promote policy voting (Ppohcy,c = -0.93, -

0.89,, and -0.84 respectively) whereas the electorates of 
Mexicoo and Peru are expected to hardly respond to parties' 

policyy positions ( fiPolic>lc > 0). 

Thesee overall linear predictions can of course be 
furtherr specified. It can be explicated which (contextual) 
characteristicss in particular contribute to these predicted 
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propensitiess for  certain components of the vote calculus. 
Why,, for  example, is vote choice in Romania more dependent 
uponn the evaluation of party leaders than in Israel? This 
cannott  be gauged from overall linear  predictions reported in 
Tablee 6.3, but the more specific linear  predictions for  each 
contextuall  variable as reported in Tables A4.6 to A4.8 of 
Appendixx 4 can help to answer  such questions. According to 
Tablee A4.7, political leadership considerations are very 

pertinentt  in Romania (overall linear  prediction PPoMcim.#OM = 

1.25)) because mass media are poorly established and GDP 
perr  capita is low. This can be concluded from the separate 
linearr  predictions of these trait s in Romania that are 
substantiallyy above average. In Israel, on the other  hand, it is 
predominantlyy the direct election of the prime minister  in the 
19966 election that diminishes leadership effects from the 
parliamentaryy election. The existence of coalition 
governmentss also appears to lower  the importance of 
politician-orientedd considerations for  vote choice. Israel's 
veryy low effective threshold for  electoral representation and 
itss high number  of effective parties in parliament prevent the 
effectt  sinking even lower  (see Table A4.7). However, the 
directt  election of a prime minister, polarisation, and coalition 
governmentss drag the effect more strongly down than other 
contextuall  trait s pull it up, which leaves Israel with a rather 

loww overall potential for  political leadership (^Potiticim;ISR
= 

0.69). . 
Thee variable-specific linear  predictions can easily be 

usedd to arriv e at what //"assertions. For  instance, to what 
extentt  wil l an electoral reform alter  voters' reasoning? As a 
casee in point consider  Israel, which institutionalised a direct 
electionn of prime ministers in 1992 and restored the purely 
parliamentariann system in 2001 (Diskin 2002). In the 1996 
Knessett  election analysed in this book, voters thus cast a 
ballott  for  the allocation of seats in parliament and a ballot for 
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thee selection of a prime minister. As elaborated, the full 
modell  in Table 6.1 ascribes the rather  low politician-effect in 
thee parliamentary election of this year  to a certain extent to 
thee direct and popular  election of the prime minister. A 
sensiblee what //"assertion is a prediction of leadership in the 
20033 Knesset election, which has been held again without the 
directt  election of the prime minister. Correcting the overall 

predictionn of the politician-effect in Israel of PPoMciaii.1SR = 

0.699 for  the 'loss' of politician-oriented voting that originates 
fromm the direct election of the prime minister,181 results in a 
neww prediction of leadership in the 2003 Knesset election of 

PPolmaan,ISR~PPolmaan,ISR~ 1-23, hence higher  than the average politician-
effectt  in all countries. This example also provides a clear  test 
forr  the analysis provided in this book. If  the argument holds 
thatt  presidential systems diminish leadership effects in 
parliamentaryy elections, the 2003 Knesset election should 
havee a much stronger  leadership effect than the 1996 one, 
whichh is close to the predicted value of 1.23. 

Country-SpecificCountry-Specific Residuals 
Thee differences between observed and predicted parameters 
(residuals)) reported in Table 6.3 demonstrate that the 
estimatedd full model is in some contexts better  able to 
correctlyy predict the observed effects of the components of 
thee vote function than in others. It is of course not surprising 
thatt  the linear  prediction is incorrect in some cases. After  all, 
thee model explains 'only' half of the contextual variance in 
parameterr  slopes (see Table 6.1). There is still quite some 

Inn 1996 and 1999, the Knesset was elected together with the prime 
ministerr (Diskin 2002). 
1811 The model predicts a leadership effect in presidential systems of 0.81 
andd in parliamentary systems of 1.35 (see Table A4.7 in Appendix 4). 
Thus,, the 'gain' in leadership in parliamentary systems is 1.35 - 0.81 = 
0.54.. Adding this 'gain' to the overall leadership prediction for Israel 
resultss in a new prediction of 0.69 + 0.54 = 1.23. 
1822 Due to the limits of a single study, this test is not provided here. 
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uncertaintyy left. But how can this slippage be interpreted 
substantively?? There are basically three possible ways to look 
att  these residuals. Residual variation may be caused by (a) 
randomm taste-variation across political contexts, it may be (b) 
errorr  due to the selection of single elections per  context, or  it 
mayy derive from (c) omitted variables. In my opinion, 
theree is evidence for  all three explanations of residual 
variancee in Tables 6.2 and A4.6 to A4.8. The following 
paragraphss illustrat e the three different sources of residual 
variancee by examples. However, I do not aim to give an 
extensivee interpretation of all country specific residual 
effects. . 

Thee two analysed Spanish elections of 1996 and 2000 
providee an ideal example to illustrat e the different sources of 
residuall  variance. Recall that observed effects of parties, 
politicians,, and policies in these two elections are very 
different1844 (see fie column in Table 6.3). In the 1996 
parliamentaryy election the effects of all three elements of the 
votee function are smaller  than in the 2000 election. 

Tablee 6.3 shows that the model overestimates the 
effectt  of leader  evaluations for  both Spanish elections. 
Country-specificc peculiarities in voters' reasoning (error-typ e 
a,, random taste variation) may contribute to this (repeated) 
overestimationn of leadership effects in Spain. Such country 
specificc taste variation has not been captured by the 
contextuall  variables employed in the full model. One may 
alsoo refer  to the unexplained country differences as the 
politicall  culture of political systems.185 If residuals solely 

AA fourth source of residual variance is (unsystematic) measurement 
error,, which can to a large extent be summarised in (b): selection of only 
aa single election per country. 
1844 A detailed report of these differences is provided in Chapter 3. 
1855 The term 'political culture' is therefore used to denote that residuals in 
comparativee models are nothing more than random taste variation. This 
assumess that all relevant contextual variables have been taken into 
account.. To the extent that residuals are more man random error and also 
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reflectt  random taste variation, or  political culture, one may 
tryy to explicate what it is about the unique Spanish political 
culturee that makes voters less guided by leadership 
considerations,, than one would have expected given the 
characteristicss of the Spanish system. The answer  to this 
questionn requires a country specific qualitative analysis of 
residualss based on contextual knowledge.186 

Tablee 6.3 also shows that the linear  prediction, p, of 
thee party and the policy effect is in between the observed 
effectss in 1996 and 2000. The deviating residual effects of 
bothh elections may therefore reflect peculiarities of respective 
electionss (error-typ e b, single observations). For  party and 
policyy effects, the prediction is somewhat less 'off for  the 
20000 than for  the 1996 election. Thus, the 2000 Spanish 
electionn may be regarded as more typical than the 1996 
election.. If  this account is likely to hold one has to explicate 
whatt  it is about the particular  1996 election that generates 
strongg effect residuals.187 

Thee two possible interpretations (error-typ e a and b) 
soo far  rest on the assumption mat the above estimated model 
coverss all relevant contextual determinants of voters' 
reasoningg and that the residual variation is unsystematic with 
regardd to the model specification. This is a strong 
assumption.. After  all, only ten contextual variables have been 
includedd in the model. Explanatory variables may have been 

containn components of omitted variables, this usage of the term 'political 
culture'' may hide explicable contextual factors. 
1866 To the extent that these unique features could be explicated, they 
wouldd represent dichotomous contextual factors on which one country 
(e.g.,, Spain) scores T (or presence) and all other countries '0' (or 
absence). . 
18711 suggested in Chapter 3 that the 2000 election is more usual than the 
19966 election, because the 1996 election marked a critical change in the 
Spanishh political landscape, accompanied by massive electoral volatility. 
Thee residual-effects in Table 6.3 for the two Spanish elections support 
thiss conjecture to some extent, as predicted effects are closer to the 
observedd ones in 2000 than in 1996. 
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omittedd that account for  some of the slippage. The thir d 
interpretationn of residuals would therefore be in terms of 
omittedd variables (error-typ e c). Is it possible to observe 
patternss in the residuals that suggest variables that could still 
bee relevant? An example for  similar  patterns in the residuals 
acrosss contexts is politician oriented voting behaviour  in 
Easternn European transition democracies. In these countries 
(withh the exception of Poland and the Ukraine), the model 
tendss to underestimate leadership effects. An omitted 
contextuall  variable that may account for  this underestimation 
off  politician oriented voting could relate to the age of 

1RR R 

democracies.. As always, detection of omitted variables 
dependss on systematic searches of 'candidates', as well as on 
thee necessary 'brain wave' and occasionally on luck. This 
studyy is not the place for  the first  of these, the second and 
thir dd evidently did not occur  (yet). 

Onee would need enormous contextual knowledge of 
alll  thirt y analysed elections to assess whether  the 'unique' 
politicall  culture of a democracy, the peculiarities of an 
election,, or  omitted variables account for  the residuals. Such 
detailedd residual analysis, however, is beyond the scope of 
thiss study and would exceed my present contextual 
knowledge.. Of all possible approaches to the study of voters' 
reasoning,, a qualitative analysis is not the aim of this book. 
Onn the contrary, it the ambition is to contribute to the 
knowledgee on voters' reasoning by quantitatively detecting 
patternss in the voters' reasoning across voters and contexts. 
Thee discussion of the previous paragraphs shows that such an 
analysiss has its limitation s and is not able to provide all 
answers. . 

AA binary variable that clusters countries (an Eastem-Europe-dummy) 
doess not suffice for this objective since such a variable is only a proper 
namee and does not explain why Eastern European voters orientate more 
onn politicians as predicted. 
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6.44 The Full Model and it s Predictions: Summary 
off  Findings 

Thee objective of this Chapter  is twofold. First, to validate 
partiall  models on individual and contextual determinates of 
thee calculus of voting that were earlier  presented in Chapters 
44 and 5. This is accomplished by a full model that controls 
forr  antecedent and concurrent effects and reduces the risk of 
omittedd variable bias. The second objective of this Chapter  is 
too provide linear  predictions of parameter  estimates for 
differentt  political systems. These linear  predictions allow the 
analystt  the expected strength of, for  example, politician 
orientedd voting behaviour, given the characteristics of the 
differentt  democracies. Such predictions also lend themselves 
too explicate what it is about specific democracies that 
explainss the importance of parties, politicians, and policies in 
thee vote calculus of their  citizens. The most important 
findingss of this chapter  are the following: 

Controllin gg for  concurrent and antecedent explanatory 
variabless is particularl y necessary for  contextual variables. 
Partiall  analyses of the impact of characteristics of political 
systemss tend otherwise to be affected by omitted variable 
bias. . 

Inn the comparison of different approaches to the 
questionn of what determines differences in the calculus of 
voting,, contextual accounts are more successful in explaining 
suchh differences than individual accounts. 

Thee three most important determinants of party 
leaningss in the calculus of voting are the effective number  of 
partiess (/? = 0.095), perceptual agreement on party stands (fi = 
0.086),, and effective thresholds (p = 0.057). Hence, the 
politicall  environment in particular  (i.e. institutional settings 
andd party systems) moderates the relevance of party leanings 
forr  vote choice. Neither  the economic context nor  individual 
variabless have strong moderating effects on voting on the 
basiss of the party one feels close to. 
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Thee single most important impediments for  leadership 
effectss in parliamentary elections are a presidential system (ft 
== -0.272), coalition governments (ft = -0.229), and affluence 
(ft(ft = -0.194). Hence, the relevance of leader  evaluations for 
votee choice depends above all on the context of elections. 
Politicall  and societal conditions are highly relevant while 
individuall  trait s —with the exception of political knowledge-
doo not affect leadership effects at all. 

Policyy voting is particularl y strengthened by 
perceptuall  agreement on parties' stands (ft = -0.116), voters' 
educationn (ft = -0.102), and political knowledge (ft = -0.099). 
Hence,, two clusters of explanations most notably account for 
variationss in the effect of left-right distances in voters' 
reasoning::  political awareness of citizens and the clarity of 
politicall  supply offered by party systems. 

Providedd empirical findings of this and the previous 
threee Chapters, the final Chapter  7 wil l discuss these results 
fromm a broader  perspective and focus on their  theoretical as 
welll  as practical implications. 




